BREAKING NEWS!

Announcing Z3
A New Mechanical Strategy
based on iZones!
- by Ed Downs
We just released iZones
with OmniTrader 2018
– a great way to SEE
Supply and Demand in any
chart. Users are already
raving about how well
iZones define Support and
Resistance, and many have already
begun profiting from them.
Today, I have great news. Our team
just harnessed the power of iZones
to create Z3 – a NEW Strategy that
takes advantage of natural market
forces to create profitable trading
opportunities. This page shows just
a few examples of trades generated
by the Strategy. In each case, we see
the iZone indicator set up ahead of a
pull-back into “the zone” – a chart
point that is packed with explosive
movement potential.

What Makes iZones so Powerful?
As explained in the OmniTrader 2018
mailer, iZones dynamically determine
where Supply and Demand exist in a
market, and automatically adjust as
a chart is formed, giving rise to
new zones in which reversals can be
detected. It is easy to see in the
examples why this works so well –
iZones identify a “zone” where the
market almost has no choice but to
Buy at these bargain prices!

Z3 Trade examples

100% Mechanical
The new Z3 Strategy
uses advanced Trade
Plans developed over
years of research
here at Nirvana. The
Strategy is 100%
mechanical, meaning
it can be traded
automatically.

Average Annual
Return: 20%

To the right is an
Equity Curve produced
by trades from Z3 on
stocks in the S&P 100
and the NASDAQ 100.
In this performance
record, we see many
“runs” where Z3 made
enormous gains,
followed by brief
resting zones. Draw
Downs are kept small,
thanks to the exits
in the Trade Plans.

Simulated trade record using the Z3 Strategy.

Get the Power of Z3 with your
OmniTrader 2018 upgrade!
Z3 will soon be available
as a Plug-In on our
OmniTrader website at a
cost of $995. HOWEVER,
for a very limited time,
we are providing Z3 FREE
to those who purchase the
OmniTrader 2018 upgrade
package.
But hurry! This offer
ends December 22nd!

Great Trades Keep Coming! An iZone can fire multiple profitable signals,
as shown in this example

